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TAKE ME
I’M FREE

Ambedo aims to inspire readers in
making a positive impact in their lives
and those around them, and create a
better awareness of the local arts, music,
events, business and most importantly,
youth culture. Your are our content and
inspiration.
We are a small team of friends who’ve
come together to create something
awesome. Our core team has helped
put together everything that you’ll see
here- reviews, artwork, report, interviews,
promotions, discussions, photography,
and occasionally you’ll see us discussing
our own personal learning along the way.
Our goal is to create something that the
local youth can rely on as a portal into the
community of Bendigo and everything it
has to offer. As people, we want to be
as open and honest as we can with our
content, so that you, the reader, can
feel like you are genuinely a part of our
community, because you are!
Welcome, enjoy, and get involved!

Letters from the..

Editor

Hey! Call me Jay. Co-Founder, Co-Director,
and Editor at Ambedo. I’m all about creating
for the people, having a good time, and
pushing passion into the world. This project
has been my first major involvement here in
the community…come join me!

Co-founder

Hey I’m Tom, I make up the other half of
the founders of this magazine. As a music
producer, I want to try my best in getting
my stuff out there, in any way that I can. It’s
time we had a magazine for youth. Thanks for
AMBEDO; noun. A kind of melancholic picking up the second issue, see you around!

trance in which you become completely
absorbed in vivid sensory details-soaking
in the experience of being alive.’
FRONT COVER ARTWORK BY
Jacinda Dundstone

Ambedo is supported by the City of Greater Bendigo’s Young Communities
Team with funds provided by the State Government’s Engage! Program.
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Bendigo City Hacks
VeVeg
VeVeg is Bendigo’s own vegetarian and vegan
café. With clearly marked vegan options on
the menu, including breakfasts, pizzas, wraps,
sandwiches and salads, juices, smoothies and hot
drinks, plus weekly specials, they’re worth a visit!
“Awesome flavours, Great range, Fantastic
location on Bendigo’s main drag. The cafe
itself is warm and inviting, with a great
location overlooking the historical buildings
of the Bendigo Law Courts, Old GPO, and
Conservatory. The staff are friendly, helpful and
suitably attentive.”
Reasonable prices, great food, indoor and
outdoor seating, and inviting staff all make for a
fantastic local café with a huge range of delicious
options.
Check ‘Em Out
Open Mon-Fri 9:00am-3:00pm
84 Pall Mall, Bendigo, Victoria, 35500
354425777

45 Mundy
Ruby Baker
45 Mundy Street is a little-known, massive space
specifically for youth to utilise. Providing free wifi, 5 active youth run after school music, arts, and
leadership groups within Yo Bendigo, amazing
art by youth decorating the space (which you can
also get involved in creating yourself!), job-ready
workshops and youth run events, a perfect study
spot, and more, it’s a great space for everyone.
The space is free to book for events, and easy to
access any time between 8am-5pm weekdays.
The people who work in the space are also great
to talk to, and if you ever want to be involved
with anything that goes on in the building, just
ask!
8am-5pm Weekdays
54346000
45 Mundy Street, Bendigo

Fantastic Op Shops and Where to Find Them
Jasper Turpie
We’ve found ourselves in a place and time that
suffers from a serious abundance of clothes,
accessories, furniture and antiques. It’s a bit of
a problem, sometimes. That problem, however
problematic it may seem, has proven to be
quite bene cial to the rapidly growing numbers
of op shop goers in Bendigo and throughout
regional Victoria. With this little thought in mind,
I decided to put together a list of 5 op shops
in Bendigo that consistently sell great quality
clothes and furniture. (You know, for the tasteful
fashionistas on a budget).
1.Salvos, 9 Whip Ct, Long Gully
WHAT I GOT: A pink Radiohead t-shirt and, for
the bedroom; a set of drawers and a huge mirror.
2. Vinnies, 31 Chapel St, Bendigo
WHAT I GOT: A green flannel shirt and a steel
pasta maker.
3. Salvos, 293-301 High St, Kangaroo Flat
WHAT I GOT: Grey slippers and a dark blue pair
of jeans.
4. Salvos, 28 Thistle St, Golden Sq
WHAT I GOT: A sleek, black trench jacket for
my mum.
5. Uniting Church, 324 Eaglehawk Rd, Cal. Gully
WHAT I GOT: My bed!

GOT SOMETHING YOU WANT TO ADD?
Here at Ambedo, we love hearing from you, our
readers! If you have a suggestion that you think
would benefit the community, let us know! You
can email us at;
ambedomagazine17@gmail.com
or message us on Facebook!
This mural was created for the Bendigo and
Adelaide Bank by designers Jamie Edward and
Maddison Kitching from their business
Daisylegs. Want to get in touch??
hello@daisylegs.com/ ph: 0410 774 961

How to handle (sh)it

saying ‘No’ (the phrase ”I’ll have
to check my diary and get back
to you” is an effective strategy
to avoid the natural temptation
to please others and say ‘yes’
to new -often overwhelmingJust like an actual wheelbarrow,
work). /We need to develop
you only have a limited mental
skills in both cognitive resilience
carrying capacity. The lighter
(making decisions under
the load, the easier it is to get
pressure) as well as emotional
ahead (just to clarify, we’re talking resilience (dealing with the
workload, not shovels of dirt).
impact of our work). Although
Problem is, everyone wants to
challenging, being comfortable
dump THEIR problems into your
enough to demonstrate our
barrow. Therefore, you need
own vulnerability can be an
effective tools to avoid becoming interesting space to grow. Being
overwhelmed and exhausting
vulnerable is about courage
yourself. Imagine if someone
– to allow ourselves to be
dumps a problem or task into your seen as fragile human beings.
barrow. You HAVE to pick it up
Understanding vulnerability can
and look at it – but here’s the trick be the birthplace of innovation,
– once picked up you must do
creativity and change.
ONE of only three options;
• Deal with it (this is YOUR
problem to deal with so sort it out)
• Delegate it (tasks that can be
given to others should be, where
possible, make your own life
easier)
• Dump it (unnecessary work
should be straight up declined or
dumped).
For those of us who are peoplepleasers and perfectionists, we
tend to take on other people’s
problems, in more ways than one.
This can sometimes lead to some
serious physical and emotional
stress. As (mostly) successful
high-achievers, we tend to thrive
on problem-solving and are
used to taking on extra work. My
advice? Take on small bite-sized
chunks of work and be effective
with them. And learn the art of

Ever got home at the end of a
busy day and felt mentally and
physically exhausted? Decisionmaking and stress can be awfully
tiring. Getting home exhausted
may lead to slumping on the
couch and ‘vegging out’ – an
inevitable result of the batteries
being run down throughout
the day. Using your energy,
especially in multiple repeated
situations, can rapidly deplete
the battery. So – try not to let
the battery run down! Make an
effort to recharge throughout
the day and keep your batteries
charged. Take breaks. Book
yourself ‘catch up’ slots. Get
out in lunch break, eat, hydrate,
and take time to walk around
the block. Spend some time in
the sun. When rushed, make an
effort to slow down. Breath. Be
mindful and ‘in the moment’.
Spending 10-15 mins a day in
meditation or ‘being mindful’
can be incredibly beneficial.
Make a conscious effort to find
something positive in every
interaction. We are privileged
to deal with different people
throughout life’s rich tapestry.
Appreciate this. Look after
yourself, but appreciate the
world around you as well.

So – our outer protective shell –
the canvas of our tent. This layer
– call it RESILIENCE – protects
us from the elements. rather
than being rigid and inflexible it
is soft, deformable, yet affords
Written by Jahmiele Hicks.
wonderful protection even under
Illustrations courtesy of author.
significant pressure. Resilience
is something that can be
developed. Of course, we need
support – much like guy lines of
a tent, we will need to cultivate
and anchor ourselves to supports
around us – our family, our
friends, our colleagues. Maybe
outside interests – whether sport,
a hobby, religion…you choose.
These anchors add to our ability
to be resilient and stable.

Interview by Tom Cook
How did the band start?
To begin with, Hollywood Real Thoughts
was just me and a loop station. I started
playing shows and trying to build a name
for myself around the start of 2015 and
after putting out the first EP a few friends
grew interested in the project and we
all started jamming together. From
there it just grew and grew; we played
more gigs, recorded a whole bunch of
different tracks with a bunch of different
collaborators and eventually ended up
where we are now with the 2nd EP.
How did you get the band name
Hollywood Real Thoughts?
Hollywood Real Thoughts was originally
the name of the first EP I put out so it
ended up just becoming the band name.
Just a string of words I put together that I
thought had a bit of a ring to it and I guess
it’s something that can be read into as
well. I don’t want to sound like too much of
a wanker but I can see it being read as a bit
of a comment on a lack of original thought
in today’s mainstream media.
How would you describe your music?
I like to describe the music as a
combination of shoegaze and trance
music. When I started the project I was
heavily into the shoegaze movement of
the 90’s; bands like Slowdive and MBV,
but since I was basing my songs around
a loop station they ended up getting a
very repetitive, trancy nature. From there
I became more inspired to incorporate

drum machines into the music to give it
a bit of an electronic twist and ended up
drawing lots of inspiration from hip hop
producers like Flying Lotus and Teebs.
How do you come up with and make
your songs?
Every song tends to come together
differently. The first EP was put out
before the live band was formed so I
pretty much made all those songs alone
in my bedroom with a keyboard, drum
machine and guitar. From there I taught
the band all the important bits and they
put their own spin on their parts which
allowed the live show to be a bit more
fluid and fun. After that we had a few
recording sessions with songs we’d
been heavily collaborative on.
“We pretty much built those songs
over time in jams from guitar riffs
or synth bits i’d written.”
Some of those appear
on the new EP

but there’s also some new stuff that I fitting on a small stage difficult
sometimes.
recorded again in isolation.
I’m not gonna name and shame any bars
As we did with the first EP, we’re currently for being the worst, in my opinion any
working on adapting them best for a live bar that is giving musicians a place to
share their music is doing a good thing
show.
provided they are not ripping anyone
Favourite place to gig/least favourite? off.
There’s a bunch of places we love to gig.
The Workers Club in Fitzroy springs to I noticed the band all dresses quite
mind, we played our last single launch similar, do you think there is a tie with
show there. Love the band room there what you wear and the music you
and it’s also real easy to whack some play? Like an aesthetic you are trying
projections and stuff on behind the to strive for?
band to add another element to the set. Haha, any similarity in how we dress is
We’ve had some great fun in smaller unintentional. I’ve never demanded we
band rooms too though like Bar 303 in all dress the same for a show or anything
Northcote or Bar Oussou in Brunswick but I guess it’s a good thing if we’re
except, despite usually having a 2 putting out a similar aesthetic as one
or 3 person live band, our another.
excessive amount of
e q ui p m e nt What inspirations do you have?
makes As I mentioned earlier I’m a big fan of
shoegaze. I really love to experiment
with guitar pedals and tones from really
noisy sounds like My Bloody Valentine
to the real clean jangly ones that you
hear with bands like DIIV. I’m also very
much into intrumental hip hop. Anything
from J Dilla to the Gaslamp Killer. When I
construct my beats I’m very much trying
to channel a trip hop kind of vibe.
Hollywood Real Thought’s 2nd
EP Silverbloom is out now and is available
on all major streaming services. Silverbloom
can also be downloaded free from both the
Band’s Bandcamp and Soundcloud.

J. Hicks. “Cygnus”

SUBMISSIONS
Jacinda Dunstone, “Punks in Love”

Caleb Tarpey.
joji-i dont wanna waste my time.
George ‘Joji’ Miller, a rapper, producer,
Youtube Personality and half Australian,
half Japanese artist, released a
beautifully melodic track titled; “i dont
wanna waste my time” on his soundcloud
page, racking in millions of plays.
Joji uses his talent of songwriting and
production to create a simplistic, yet
calming track full of emotional lyrics that
complement the instrumental very well.
George is mainly known by his YouTube
channel, The Filthy Frank Show, where
he also makes music under the name
Pink Guy. The tracks he creates as Joji
is a nice change of pace for him and he
definitely suits this style of lofi/calm
instrumentals and vocals much more.
If you haven’t already, check out Joji’s
soundcloud page and dig into the small
yet incredible catalog of he has released,
and definitely be on the lookout for more
from him.

We want to involve the local youth community (12-25), so we’ve
created open submissions for the public to have the chance to be
featured either in our printed magazine, or on our website! Help us
help you create!
Check out our submission application page here or check out
our Facebook page and get involved! www.yobendigo.com.au/
What_We_Do/YO_Media_Team

Lily Watson, Mushroom Print

Unsung Heroes
By Ruby Baker

In a world of social media - connecting through
comments, videos, and likes - sometimes we
need a little social support. Whether it be that you
need help in school, relationships, or work, a lot
of the issues many people have can stem from
their mentality. With suicide a major issue among
young people, the importance of mental health is
growing fast. Not all people with mental health
issues fit into a certain mould; some people
suppress, ignore, or aren’t aware of the impact
their mental health has on their life. If you do find
yourself in a rut or stuck with stress, drama, other
serious issues, or even just general unhappiness,
there are people who can help. Headspace
Bendigo offers free mental health services for

those aged 12-25, including up to 10 mental health
counselling sessions, an on-site GP, and multiple
youth support groups, including an LGBTIQ+
group. The building also has a very friendly dog
named Hulli, who serves as a little extra fluffy
support when needed. Young people don’t
always have it easy, particularly in rural areas like
Bendigo, but Headspace are here to help young
people through personal issues, as well as issues
that affect society as a whole. Not to mention
that it is an incredibly comfy and quiet space to
go if you ever need a little ‘head-space’.
9am-5pm Weekdays
5434 5345
78/80 Pall Mall, Bendigo

What we’re listening to:
Eventually- Tame Impala

Lemons- Woodlock

Frankie Sinatra- The Avalanches

Apartment StoryThe National

Beat Up- Polish Club

Waves- Dean Lewis

Sleep DrifterKing Gizzard and Wizard Lizard

Heaven- PVRIS

First Light- Django Django

Nice2KnoU- All Time Low

Bendigo’s Hidden Gems
Bendigo Book Mark
By Milli Browne

By Tom Cook

By Jahmiele Hicks

I first stepped into the Book Mark
(or, ‘Nigel’s bookshop’ as it is
affectionately known to myself,
my friends and family) when I was
about 5 years old, and I’ve been a
customer ever since.

The Star Cinema offers a unique
cinema experience which is
fun, comfortable and truly
memorable.

“Located in View St, the arts
precinct of Bendigo, Made in
Common is a diverse space
that provides a unique blend
of retail space and hair salon.”
Made in Common are becoming
known as the place to go for
some of the best quality locally
made clothing, accessories, and
service.

The bookmark was owned by my
good friend Nigel King for 13
years before he passed it on to
current owner Ben last year.
A love of literature can be
nurtured there in between
those shelves, and you may find
yourself wandering in for “just
a few minutes” and stumble
out hours later with a handful
of books. A passion for learning
and a brilliant imagination is born
when you begin to read, and
you will almost always find what
you’re looking for.
Venture in to pass the time, and
discover worlds and worlds of
books at the ready. Talk to Ben
and Julia and they will be able
to help you with just about any
question that you have. Not sure
what you’re looking for? They will
be able to point you in the right
direction.
We love recycling and repurposing
all books, ensuring they’re
enjoyed for generations. Buying
pre-owned books at an extremely
good price is in everyone’s
best interest, and you will most
certainly find what you’re looking
for at the Bendigo Bookmark.
Purchase novels for year 11 and
12 literature,
Help out a local business and the
environment by purchasing your
books second hand.
Check ‘Em Out
24 High Street, Bendigo (Across
the road from McDonald’s)
Instagram: @bendigo.bookmark
5441 7866
Price range $

Star Cinema is located 10 minutes
from the centre of Bendigo Town
in the Old Eaglehawk Town Hall.
Star Cinema offers a unique
cinema experience with couches
instead of limiting seats and a
great selection of local wines
and beers. Star Cinema is a
great piece of history, utilising
the original projection room and
original ticket booth.
Along with being a comfortable
place, Star cinema plays a
great range of films. They cater
to tastes like independent,
arthouse, foreign and classic
films. They also offer a great
initiative
called
“Cinetopia”
which offers a program of quality,
hand picked films. Displaying
films from all different genres,
cultures and eras, Cinetopia will
have something for everyone. It is
exclusive to Tuesday nights with a
ticket price of $11.
Star Cinema is an affordable and
eclectic place. With ticket prices
ranging between $11 and $16,
it is a perfect, family friendly
environment.
Check ‘Em Out
Eaglehawk Town Hall, Peg leg
Road, Eaglehawk 3556
5446 2025
starcinema.org.au

The aim ‘to bring together the
best of local and international
design and offer a variety
of services by talented local
designers and artists’ is one we
can’t help but support. They’ve
also been lovely enough to
support our very own Tom’s
music by selling in store, which
just goes to show how passionate
they are about supporting local
creators!
Hosting a unique retail space
including independent clothing
and jewellery and beautifully
hand crafted goods, mixed
with fantastic salon service and
products, its impossible to give
these guys a bad word. Georgie
herself runs the store and is almost
always available for a lovely chat,
always keeping up with the
local happenings and happy to
answer any questions you might
have! Made in Common believe
“products should be made with
care and designed to last with
services and goods provided in a
relaxed yet professional manner
inviting the customer to engage
with the makers and the stories
of where these unique products
come from” and we couldn’t
agree more. Catch Georgie on
her own Facebook page, keeping
you updated at ‘Georgie at Made
In Common’!
Check ‘Em Out
http://www.madeincommon.com
31 View Street, Bendigo.
0417 666 083
Price range $$$

David Lynch and the
Return of Twin Peaks
By Jasper Turpie

It’s safe to say that no director has
ever captivated and brought into the
mainstream the medium of arthouse and
independent/avant-garde film as much as
smooth, silky, white-haired David Lynch.
Describing the man’s a slight challenge,
his talking, the way he talks about
ideas, finding them, catching them like
fish, his mannerisms... Just go watch
some Youtube footage, you’ll see what
I mean. (Bonus points if you notice how
he subconsciously wiggles his fingers
around like he’s an alien hypnotising the
audience in every interview and seminar)
Lynch’s quintessential films, Eraserhead,
Blue Velvet and Mulholland Drive
arguably kick-started the trend of
American
independent
filmmaking,

inspired director giants by the likes of
Quentin Tarantino and the Coen Brothers.
There’s no doubt his influence is found
everywhere if you look hard enough, but
nowhere is that influence most notably
obvious than within the medium of
television.
With the creative control and direction
of Twin Peaks in 1990, the guy essentially
changed television overnight. TV history
lesson! Two and a half decades ago, from
a slog of brain numbing, cookie-cutter
90s soap operas and sitcoms, the show,
with its astounding soundtrack, jumpstarted a trend of daring, well-written,
and cinematic television. Lynch was never
scared to let things be weird, unexplained
and experimental, and experimentation
has always been his forte, never confining
himself a particular ‘style’ (i.e: Inland
Empire).
In my personal opinion, no piece of TV has
quite surpassed that fascinating, dreamlike weirdness captured in those iconic
red-curtained, black lodge scenes of
Twin Peaks (That season 2 finale episode
aired to about 10 million US homes, my
god).
I could honestly go on forever about the
weird and risky things Lynch and Mark
Frost did with the show that gave it such
a defining and influential cult-status, but
I’m going to restrain myself here.
We’re back in 2017, and after a very long
hiatus from doing pretty much anything
in film at all, Lynch is back in the spotlight
with the airing of four fresh, new Twin
Peaks episodes, continuing the story in an
arguably more abstract and captivating
style. I won’t go into detail about those
first four episodes. Those episodes are,
however, very good. Watch them.

Top 3 Local Artists to Follow

Four Lions
Conceptualising the livelihood
of our under-appreciated town,
the alt-country quartet led by
Shann Lions evokes a sense
of realism and pride on living
in Bendigo. Flaring traits of
The Replacements and Bruce
Springsteen, Lions’ songwriting
bears a true representation of
the peaks and falls of one’s toiled
dedications.

William Alexander
We have a lyrical poet in our midst.
Alexander’s words and melodies
shimmer with an essence of folk
that’s been submerged since
Woody Guthrie’s artistic peak.
Using minimal instrumentation
(harmonica and acoustic guitar),
Alexander’s
verses
extrude
wisdom for people from all of
life’s ranges.

tide.
From Ambedo’s very own Tom
Cook, the lo-fi computer sounds
of tide are a refreshing fusion of
vinyl-scratched instrumentation
and modern percussion. Being
sample-based, tide serves as the
idyllic soundtrack for tranquility
as the overhead clock edges
itself closer and closer to the
witching hour.

Three Local Artists who have performed at
Groovin’the Moo
Tusk
Never underestimate simplicity,
my dear friend. The local trio
behold a hauntingly tearing grit,
evoking spirits reaching as far
back as Led Zeppelin’s heyday.
‘Soul,’ their two minute Lo-fi
number, filters through passion
and exuberance without the
tackiness of being overbearing.

Jack and the Kids
Meditative and thriving, Jack
and the Kids set and rise with
their slowly wavering synths.
They have no hesitation in being
sparse, washing their music with
an atmosphere to kill your Friday
evening to. Feel free to use their
latest single, ‘Your Eyes,’ to hold
and be held in embrace.

Articles Written by Isaac Everett

D.D Dumbo
An electronic and artistic marvel!
Rhythms cycle and recycle
without
compromising
any
melody or cunning possibilities.
D.D Dumbo (AKA Oliver Perry)
is worthy of the merit he was
received.Nocturnal in his music,
Perry fuses the organic and neon
natures that our modern musical
landscape divides.

Local Matters

Be./Young People United

Yo Media

‘Be.’ is a group of young entrepreneurs
who have created a movement to help
change the way young people look at
their future.’
Launched on October 5, 2016, ‘Be’ is
a ‘social movement’ that encourages
people to be their best and achieve
the most that they can.
Be. was started by three students;
Brad Walkington, Ayrton Sudholz and
Jock Seeary. Their work is based on
one big question; “What do you want
to be?” They promote networking,
learning- from experts and others and turning their life experiences into
genuine, shareable content to create
a real presence both on the internet
and in the real world, with interactive,
relatable and effective resources
that can engage the world’s forever
changing audiences.

Yo Bendigo participates in the
development and capacity building
events and activities for young people
in the community while also developing
responses to local youth needs through
public forums and community projects.
Yo Media began in 2010, with the
launch of the YO Bendigo website, as
part of Youth Week celebrations. It
was originally designed to give young
people in Bendigo a voice, and inform
them of local activities, events and
services. They also helped to promote
the great things that YO Bendigo does,
including building young people’s
skills and experience. Now, print
media is coming back as a niche media
amongst young people. And that’s
where Ambedo comes in, as a youth
publication in a format that is relevant
and accessible to all people, young and
old in Bendigo.

Get in touch with us!
be.info.au@gmail.com
FB: @YPUmovement

Written by Ryan Peterson
Logos courtesy of organisations

Get in touch with us!
http://www.yobendigo.com.au/

What I wish I knew
when I was younger
Written by Ashley Eadon

“Some day you will be old enough to start reading fairy tales again.”
- C.S. Lewis
Growing up is inevitable and impossible to avoid. Each 24-hour period will bring us all closer to this thing
called the end of life. All the while, everyone is figuring out who they are, why they are here on planet
earth and what they are going to do with their average lifetime of 80 years. Yet that golden age of 18 and
beyond doesn’t mean instant maturity or wisdom. The shift from adolescent to adulthood involves many
attempts at self-discovery resulting in mistakes, failures and setbacks. Everyone, figuring out life the hard
way looking back, wishing, “If only I knew what I know now, then”. Because of this fact, we asked individuals
all from diverse backgrounds, ages, genders and vocations what they wish they knew when they were
younger. Their answers are as follows…

“Don’t spend time trying to gain other people’s
acceptance or approval. Stand your ground and be
yourself (but be kind), It’s not worth compromising
your values or faith.”- Bree (Nurse)
“Pregnancy is not the reason to marry -Ocean (Ski
instructor and herbalist)

“Treat others how you would like to be treated
regardless of how they treat you. You are only
responsible for yourself, you are in control of your own
actions and responses not of others”- Michelle (Auslan
Teacher)
“Don’t hit trees on your motorbike”
- Ben (Auto electrician)

“It is important to be able to see things from other
perspectives, you don’t have to agree with them but
always take the time to listen to their point of view.
There is always more than one way to do something,
yours is not always going to be the best.”- Adelaide
(Dentistry Student)

“One of the most important would be don’t worry
about what people say or think about you. Like the old
saying goes, you can please some of the people all of
the time, and all of the people some of the time, but
never all of the people all of the time!”- Paul (Retired
Airport Public Relations)

“Be yourself, don’t follow the crowd if you know they
aren’t right. Be equally nice to the doorman as to the
celebrity”- Dee (School Nurse)

“People that love you, share their thoughts and advice
because they want the best for you. The things you find
the hardest to hear are often the things you should be
listening too” -Alex (High-school Teacher)

“Realise that there are many roads that lead to a
destination and sometimes it’s the longer journeys that
are more fulfilling”- Janae (Law/Arts Student)

“Don’t do anything half-arsed” - Dave (Pastor)

As the evidence suggests, there is no fool proof way of making it through this concept of growing up, the
main advice being really, learn from the mistakes of others and play nice.
peace.

Can catch food
likes to skate,
and never know

Meet the Team

Jay, 20, Co founder and Editor

Call her Jay, she dyes her hair every
other week,
lands cool jobs at music festivals and
plays the
baritone ukulele.She like cats AND
dogs.

Tom, 20, Co founder

Likes watching Wes Anderson films and
listening to music.He has a shark tattoo and
likes to eat ham.

Ruby, 19, Team Manager

Hosts ‘The Gay Agenda’ on PhoenixFM, is
learning violin, loves animals, appreciates music
& dance, and likes to talk…a lot.

Jasper, 18, Photographer

Mikayla, 18, Photographer
Milli, 20, Graphic Designer

Ryan, 18, Writer

Can catch food in her mouth 9/out
of 10 times,
likes to skate, take photos, play video
games,
and never knows when to stop, just
in general.

Passionate about food and
reading old books.
She designs things for a livin
g, really loves
cooking and really, really love
s patting dogs.

-Is a photographer and writer. Outside of the
magazine he’s an artist and animator, and
listens to too much music.

Caleb, 18, Writer

Is interested in art, theatre, and politics. Ryan
has lived in Bendigo for most of his life, and
stars in the web series ‘We The End’.

Isaac, 18, Wri

ter

Coffee enthusiast, music addict, dream
s of being
soundcloud rapper, can play Hot Cross
Buns on
a piano and does it pretty well.

-Is a singer an
d mu
He loves his mu sician, and loves writing.
sic
Bendigo perform and is often found around
ing on stage wi
th his guitar.

Ashley, 18, Writer

Is a writer, is in her first year at uni, likes sushi
and op shops, has double jointed fingers, and is
passionate about youth and social justice.

WHO ARE WE?
Ambedo aims to inspire readers in making a positive impact in their lives and on those
around them, and create a better awareness of the local arts, music, events, business,
and most importantly, youth culture. We want to create a space that provides a little bit of
everything-music, art, interviews, reviews, photography, competitions, creative writing, local
matters, featured artists, and more! We want to involve the local youth community (12-25),
so we’re creating open submissions for the public to have the chance to be featured either
in our printed magazine, or on our website! Help us help you create.
Check out our submission application page here and get involved! http://www.yobendigo.
com.au/What_We_Do/YO_Media_Team

